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Addendum 1:  

Further Thoughts on the Construction of Anglo Saxon 
Lyres in the Light of the Prittlewell Burial  

By Dr Andrew Glover-Whitley 

 

In late 2018 I was contacted by a TV Film producer, Andrea Jones, for the 

company Blink Films, and was asked whether I would be willing to discuss the 

construction of Anglo Saxon Lyres and to perform on the instrument for a 

Smithsonian Channel documentary about the Prittlewell Lyre and the Princely 

Burial at the site in South Essex. This actually set me rethinking the processes 

that I went through when building and shaping the instrument. When I built my 

own instrument “Two Ravens” I had no practical intention of following the 

actual processes or using the actual tools that our Anglo Saxon forefathers 

would to create such instruments. I was trained as a composer/musician not as a 

carpenter or even as an Archaeological musicologist and my wood working 

skills although better than most were certainly not up to the skills of a master 

carpenter. So I set about using the modern tools that we have such as electric 

saws, routers, sanding machines and electric planes as well as a few tools that 

would have been known to the people of the Anglo Saxon age, such as files, 

knives, scrapers etcetera. 

 

So in the light of performing on the instrument and following the request from 

Andrea Jones of Blink Film I began rethinking the construction and the 

construction methods, tools and others requirements that would have gone into 

creating such an instrument fit for a prince or king in those days.  

 

It is hard for us today to imagine a world even without our computers and 

mobile phones let alone a world without electricity and with only our hands to 

shape and build such things of beauty and wonder. For that is what an 

instrument such as the Lyre (Hearpe) would have been seen as. It was a high 

status instrument played for high lords who could afford to have a Scop retainer 

in their retinue. Usually a king such as Rædwald (Sutton Hoo Ship Burial but 

without evidence of a body) or King Sigeberht ‘The Good’ (Prittlewell Burial). 

These high ranking Kings would have been privileged and were seen as such by 

their people in many ways. One of these would have been the fact that they had 
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a Lyre playing Scop in their ranks - someone who knew the lores of the people 

as well as the great tales for entertainment. Someone who would be at the Kings 

call to play music and recite poems of great heroism and romance (We are 

dealing with the beginnings of the Medieval period here). Among the people of 

the tribe, music was seen as coming from the Gods (pre Christian era England) 

and was a gift from Woden (Odin) who was, amongst many things, the god of 

knowledge, wisdom and poetry and as such bestowed the ‘magic’ of music on 

the people. This is how music was seen, as magic. There is no doubt about this. 

There is evidence in the old tales and the early writings of the Anglo Saxons 

confirming this position. It was also seen as a power to do good or evil, to help 

cure people of maladies of the mind, soul or body as well as able to inflict harm 

on enemies and to conjure up spirits that would be of help or to do your bidding 

against enemies. It was held as a high art that was the right of the King as well 

as the people. This status is well documented and evidenced by every existing 

tale that was written and by the fact that with one word of command, or call, 

“What!”, order would begin and the power of the Scop’s “magical” art would 

begin. It must be understood that this type of culture belonged to the early 

Anglo Saxon period, the pre Christian and transition to Christian period. In the 

later Saxon era the Lyre and its magic diminished only slightly and thus the 

power of its thrall was only slightly less. It was still believed to do good or to 

cure maladies.  

 

The era of the Sutton Hoo cenotaph and Prittlewell burial (7th century, c.610 – 

660AD) must surely be seen as a high point in the Anglo Saxon era as the 

change from Pagan to Christian belief systems vied for control of the culture 

and its people. The change from the old ways of the old homeland to their own 

unique Ænglisc ways and culture. As such so did the power of the Lyre change 

along with it. In the courts of kings such as these the Lyre was seen as a symbol 

of power as much as entertainment and body of law and lore. It could be seen as 

a symbol of rule and status for a king very much like a sceptre of position as has 

been suggested has been found in the odd kingly burial find. Was this 

something that had been appropriated from the Roman Empire that they had 

succeeded from? Possibly so.  
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So to the construction of such an instrument. The actual creation process was 

expensive and time consuming. The cost, as it is today, is not so much in the 

materials used but in the time spent creating the instrument and the care 

required to create a near perfect item. One that would last and create a sense of 

awe amongst those that would see, and hear it. An instrument that would be 

worthy of transmitting the ‘magic’ to be transferred from the gods to the people, 

for the magic of creating moods and medicine. A rare and very difficult task. In 

the Sutton Hoo ship burial only a very few pieces survived, hence the difficulty 

of originally being able to decipher what the instrument looked like until 

sometime later. The difference between that and the Prittlewell Burial was quite 

contrasted in that the instrument, although badly disintegrated, was still in situ 

in the soil and the outline and details were all able to be discerned in much 

greater detail, especially after a computerised axial tomography (CT) scan, X-

rayed and a surface laser scan were also taken thus revealing the internal details 

as well as the surface details of the instrument (1). Some of the fittings were still 

discernable, such as the tuning pegs due to them being of metal.   
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The Prittlewell Lyre in situ 2003 

 

The Lyre had been found face down, in other words the strings and bridge were 

lying on the ground with the rest of the instrument above/on top of it. This very 

fact may have actually helped to preserve the details and fittings of the instrument 

along with the fact that a large lump of concrete type material had fallen or come 

to rest on it and thus had probably also helped in some ways to preserve the 

integrity of the details.  

 

Once the instrument had been lifted and analysed more information came to light 

as to its construction and how it probably looked. After very careful analysis and 

judgement, Dr Graeme Lawson the from the Museum of London Conservation 

Department (MoLas), now Cambridge University, who were assigned the task of 

excavating the find, drew up a details part by part image of the instrument 

showing all the details and design for the instrument.  
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The one thing that is apparent immediately from this drawing and the subsequent 

reconstruction of the instrument was that it was nearly an exact match to the 

Morning Thorpe Lyre in its mode of structure and design. One difference being 

that here Dr Lawson assigns the lyre arm metal bands as probably horizontal as 

in the Morning Thorpe they are at approximately 65 degrees. This supposition 

was purely no accident and as it is only 89 miles from Morning Thorpe. It 

obviously bears witness either to a standard design used in this area, or dare I 

even say was possibly from the same maker as both burials are of similar dates. 

Maybe one of the instruments travelled that far in either direction. There is so 

little left of the Morning Thorpe Lyre that we are hazarding a guess in its full 

image and although there are many similarities, metal tuning pegs instead of 

wood, strengthening support blocks at the back of the arms etcetera that it is only 

a guess that the same hand created both instruments. It would indeed have been 

possible. Makers of such fine instruments in the early Anglo Saxon period would 
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have been rare, unlike in the much later Anglo Saxon period and Viking era 

England, and as they are both of a similar period it is not impossible that the same 

maker may have been responsible for the two Lyres. We shall never know and as 

names are not known then it truly is supposition on our part. 

 

Other Thoughts about the Burial finds in light of the Lyre found at 

Prittlewell. 

It was noted by the excavators at the Prittlewell dig that the lyre was actually 

lying face down rather than face up. This would seem rather unusual due to the 

very nature of the instrument and had probably fallen over from an upright 

position. Most often the Lyre is shown propped against the wall face out, but 

like guitars, if this was the case the pressure exerted on the frame of the 

instrument would eventually cause the instrument to bow so that the strings 

would eventually become flaccid and useless, so the lyre would have more than 

likely been propped against the side of the tomb face first to maintain an even 

pressure on the frame even though the instrument would never be heard in 

public again a small detail like this would not have gone unnoticed. This seems 

a small and almost insignificant point but as a performer you do get to realise 

these small points make a big difference to instruments of the string family and 

their capability to be played. It probably slipped and fell face down when the 

roof of the tomb began to give way in a gradual process. It has been noted that 

the inside of the tomb filled slowly over time as the roof supports gave way one 

at a time and not all at once. Hence the good preservation of so many of the 

finds in the grave chamber. I have found whenever I have seen a lyre slip from 

the propped up position, face to the wall, that 9 times out of 10 it ends up face 

first on the ground, very rarely face up which tends to suggest the same thing 

happened here. Basically the instrument would not have been lain down face 

first in the tomb. 

The find of a folding stool is something out of the ordinary. It is thought that it 

was probably made in the Mediterranean region and imported, or given as a gift 

at great expense. This alone shows the importance and wealth of the person 

buried here as well as the other finds in the grave also pointing to the person’s 

social standing, coloured glass, Coptic bowls, gold buckle etcetera. The stool is 

the type very often associated with the Scop for whom the mobility of a stool 

such as this would allow his physical closeness to his Lord wherever the Lord 

may go. The folding stool is not exactly a throne but as the man buried would 

appear to have been quite the man of the times we can from the grave goods 

found, surmise that he enjoyed not only being a warrior but also a 

gambler/gamer and possibly a part-time player of the Lyre. These may seem all 

disparate elements but in actuality they are more closely linked than at first 
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appears. As a warrior he would in times of peace have challenged his kin and 

entourage to feats of gamesmanship on the gaming boards of the hall. Strategy 

was an important social requirement and hence in gaming these traits would 

have been honed and refined as well as in physical training and combat. Hence 

the gaming dice, gaming pieces and paraphernalia found alongside him. As a 

leader and warrior he would have been seen as the holder of knowledge, 

wisdom, law, lore, and to a certain extent magic and the lyre fulfils this role 

perfectly. He may not have been a professional Scop, but he may have been a 

warrior lord who knew the power of music and its magical role within the 

society of the times. This can be said for all the tombs found with lyres away 

from the actual bodies of the buried.  

The lyre was not only for entertainment but as a link to the magical power, and 

a bridge to the old gods of the race, would be seen as a link to knowledge, 

wisdom and power thus linking it to the lead god Woden for whom the Warrior 

Lord would have been seen as a physical manifestation in Midgard (our world). 

Woden being the All-father who represented power, wisdom and knowledge the 

lyre would be seen as a surrogate portal, a physical link, to the realm of the gods 

and Woden in particular.  

Julia Hillberg in her Master’s Thesis, “Early Lyres in Context; A Comparative 

Contextual Study on Early Lyres and the Identity of Their Owner/User”, 2015, 

from Lund University, proposes a theory of contextual positioning of the 

instrument as to the body and other grave goods, especially the swords or 

weaponry found in the graves. She suggests that there are two main positions 

that the lyres throughout her study, which takes into account all North Western 

European and Scandinavian finds, are placed in connection to the bodies. In the 

first group the instrument is either placed on the body or is actually being held 

by the deceased person as in the Abingdon, Bergh Apton, Morning Thorpe and 

Snape burials in England. The second group are the ones where the Lyre is 

placed away from the body, usually in the larger Anglo Saxon tomb burials such 

as Taplow, Sutton Hoo cenotaph and the Prittlewell graves. 

In the first set of positions Hillberg suggests that these were possibly the graves 

of professional Scops that were bestowed with weaponry by their lords or were 

Scops that were also warriors. In the second group she suggests that those 

buried were actually Warrior Lords or Kings who supported Scops and were 

dedicated to this position when not at war. They may have played the 

instrument as well but that it was not their main role in their society. 

While able to go along with much of this theory I would actually propose that 

there are three categories of burial in connection with the lyre finds. These are 

based on Hillbergs’ analyses, but takes it one step further.  
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There are in fact three positions of the instruments if we take into account the 

European examples as well. Whether these grave practices were common, or 

indeed intended, we can only guess at. 

1 – The position of the Lyres found that are lain on the body as in the 

Morning Thorpe, Snape, Cologne, Broa, Trossingen and Oberflacht 37, 

all suggest that the deceased was a professional Scop/Skald as the lyre is 

lain right on the body and on the side of the player that they possibly 

played with. i.e. right-handed or left-handed. In the case of the case of the 

Broa position it may indicate that the person was predominantly a 

singer/reciter who played the lyre as it is placed right next to the right-

hand side of the head. 

2 – The position of the lyre is not fully connected with the body but is 

placed towards the bottom half of the corpse, either by the leg or on the 

feet. This can be seen in the Abingdon, Morning Thorpe and Schlotheim 

burials. This may actually indicate that although these deceased were 

indeed Scops/Skalds they were also equally considered to be warriors 

who played the lyre as a distraction in peacetime. They are always 

accompanied by swords, spearheads or knives. 

3 – The third group as in the Taplow, Sutton Hoo and Prittlewell burials 

suggests, as Hillberg states, that although they may have been lyre 

players they were probably Lords or Kings of high rank in the society and 

that although music was supported it was just one part of the arsenal of 

the deceased as a person of status in early Anglo Saxon society.  

It must also be remembered that the Sutton Hoo ship burial actually did not 

have any evidence of a body in it. This possibly suggests that it was a symbolic 

burial of a King who had died or been killed, and that the body was unable to be 

recovered, probably in foreign hostile lands. It acted as a type of cenotaph for 

the society to remember King Rædwald, if indeed it was for this East Anglian 

King. 

     

If we begin to take a look at the construction of the Prittlewell Lyre we start to 

see many familiar construction methods. Let’s take each part in turn.   

Headstock/Machine Head  

This has a standard jointed technique that appears to be common to all known 

Anglo Saxon Lyres in that it is curved and has Mortise and Tenon joint to connect 

it to the two arms of the instrument. The headstock is rounded and carries the six 
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holes for the metal tuning pegs. This is probably made from the same piece of 

hard wood, probably oak or ash as the main body of the instrument.  

On the website heorot.dk it quotes from the regia.org site: 

“…peculiarly English convention of reinforcing the top tenon joints with a 

decorative plaque, usually of bronze, riveted through the joint. This served 

not only to strengthen the joint but also to decorate the lyre.” 

So with this comment it confirms something that is peculiarly English and only 

appears on English made lyre. Why this is is still not clear and again we may 

never know the real reason why. Is it a practice that our ancestors brought with 

them from the old home lands or is it something that was adopted after they 

moved into their new lands?  

On the Prittlewell Lyre back supports have been found to fulfil this role, but there 

appear to be no front plaques of decoration unlike those found on the Sutton Hoo 

and Taplow instruments. Was this possibly for religious reasons? We know that 

the King/Prince in the Prittlewell tomb was buried with two gold leaf crosses 

placed on his eyes in a Christian way, but was buried in a tomb of Pagan ritual 

with his grave goods. Thus proving that it was at the crossroads of the changeover 

where people, including Kings, hedged their bets as to where they may end up in 

the afterlife. So, as a Christian, would Sigeberht; if indeed this is his tomb at 

Prittlewell, have been a Christian king, and if so would he have objected to 

iconography of the old faith, as in the images of zoomorphic designs as found on 

the Taplow joint plaques? If it was his idea to be buried in both faiths rituals then 

probably not, but if he was fully dogmatically Christian then yes he may have 

asked for them to be removed, but his people may have decided to bury him in 

the old pagan ways not of his new faith. We will never truly know why the 

Prittlewell lyre has reinforcements at the back of the joints only. 

Tuning Pegs 

Most tuning pegs were made of a hard wood as in the case of the Sutton Hoo Lyre 

and all the German examples (Oberflacht, Trossingen). Here with the Prittlewell 

and in the Morning Thorpe instrument the tuning pegs are made of metal. 

Probably Iron for its strength. It was strung on the front of the instrument and the 

pegs were tuned from the front instead of from the back of the instrument as in 

some North European and Nordic examples. The pegs would have been tuned by 

a metal key as wood would have been too brittle and soft for the job in hand. 
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Main Body and Resonating Box  

This is the main section of the instrument and would have been made from 

similar or the same wood as the headstock, maybe even from the same cut of 

wood. It was always a hardwood for durability and the stresses of the string 

tension as well as the resonating qualities required of such a quiet instrument. 

The woods preferred were usually Oak, Ash, Hornbeam or Maple although the 

Kravik Lyre some seven hundred years later than the Anglo Saxon instruments 

in question is made from pinewood as that is the material readily at hand in 

Scandinavia for its construction. The wood would be cut not with a saw but 

more likely with a small hand held boat makers axe. Although there are no cut 

or axe marks to be found on the instruments yet discovered there were no saws 

in Anglo Saxon or Viking times and all was cut and hewn with axes. This fact is 

well known by archaeologists working in experimental archaeology at the 

Roskilde Viking Ship Museum in Denmark where they have built 

reconstructions of the Viking ships found there in the 1960s. The skill of 

shaping and splitting wood is something incredible to behold as fine details are 

drawn out by the use of axes that we associate with the Viking Wars and raids 

on Britain in the 9th and 10th centuries. All wood would begin as a carefully 

nurtured and chosen tree which is then felled and seasoned before being split 

into slats (planks) and then down into the sizes for the job it is required. The 

best parts of this wood very often became musical instruments such as our 

Lyres. These would be carefully chosen by the maker and then carefully shaped 

using small axes to gain the general shapes required and then knives would be 

employed to smooth the rough cuts down until reasonably smooth and then 

some type of abrasive, very much like modern day sandpaper would be used to 

get the finest finish possible.  

 

With the body shaped and solid the task of hollowing out the resonating box 

would begin. How this would be done is still something of a matter of 

conjecture but probably knives, gouges and a primitive type of routing drill may 

well have been employed. Once the correct thickness of wood on the bass of the 

body and the sides had been gained scraping tools, possibly bone or metal, very 

much like the ones we use today would probably have been used to smooth the 

inside of the resonating box and also to finish off the body and headstock to a 

very smooth finish. 
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Modern metal scrapers 

Soundboard. 

The soundboard was usually made from one piece of thinned, planned or 

scraped hardwood. Soft pine or spruce wood could not take the pressures 

exerted by the tautened strings over any length of time. The wood is usually 

maple or ash for their resonating capabilities although the Oberflacht lyre has a 

soundboard made of oak but this is not so resonant and gives a duller darker 

resonance and timbre. Evidence shows that there is not just one type of wood 

that is preffered but rather what was probably available and in abundance in a 

district. Thus soundboards could have been made from Yew, Cherry, 

Hornbeam, Sycamore, Walnut, Chestnut or any other suitable material. 

The soundboard on the Prittlewell lyre would appear to be maple and would 

have been thinned down to approximately 2 millimetres at the edges and up to 4 

to 5 millimetres under where the bridge would stand thus strengthening the 

wood to take the pressure from the tightened strings. The soundboard is not 

noticeably curved even with a 2 to 3 millimetre difference even on modern 

instruments thus suggesting flexibility of the wood as the face of the instrument. 

It was usually attached to the body with an animal glue as is common still in 

many world instruments and traditionally made violins. Although this has been 

the case in all, except one, the examples found to date in England it is not 

beyond the realms of possibility that some soundboards may have been glued 

and then pinned to the body by decorative brass, iron or copper tack pins to add 

even more strength as in the case of the Sutton Hoo lyre. 
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All the Anglo Saxon lyre soundboards so far discovered have no sound-holes in 

their surfaces. The only exceptions in the whole of the Northern European and 

Scandinavian regions from the period in question is the Trossingen Lyre: 

 

A detail of a replica of the Trossingen Lyre showing the 10 sound-holes 

and the Kolrossing technique of design. Replica by Michael J King. 

 

And also the much later (13th century) Kravik lyre from Norway: 

 

The Kravik lyre showing the two large sound-holes. A replica by Michael J King 

In Anglo Saxon lyres the soundboard fits the top of the body snuggly and lies 

flat with the arms high on the front. Usually a connecting metal band/strap was 

used to cover the join. Whether this was for strengthening or just the appearance 

of the instrument is hard to say as it seems to not serve any structural purpose 

unless part of the joint riveting of the tenon joint. The Prittlewell lyre is thought 

to have had two diagonal metal bands just like the Morning Thorpe instrument. 
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This in European instruments allows for the possibility of the shape expanding 

outwards towards the top of the lyre as in the Cologne lyre but in the Englisc 

case it is probably just for aesthetic rather than any other reasons. 

How the soundboard was thinned is not known to us today, but by studying how 

traditional instrument makers in other parts of the world work, they probably 

hued with an axe and then cut, scraped and filed the wood down to the thickness 

required. A laborious task but one that would have been necessary. The final 

finish would have been achieved by careful scraping and sanding with an 

unknown abrasive. 

One thing that all the known lyres do not have is internal supports between the 

soundboard and the resonating box. This would have helped support the 

pressure exerted by the tightened strings. Something that is occasionally done 

today with thin doweling strips.  

Tailpiece 

The tailpiece is usually made from the same wood as the body or soundboard 

although there is no reason why it should not or could not be made from another 

hardwood such as walnut or hornbeam. The Prittlewell lyre appears to have had 

an elongated rectangular tailpiece with rounded corners. Very often it is the 

tailpiece along with the strings that decay first and so speculation has to play a 

part in any reconstruction activity. 

Bridge 

The bridge is the most important part of the instrument as it carries the strings 

and transfers the string resonances/vibrations through to the soundboard. It is 

always a “floating bridge”. This means that it is not fixed to the soundboard in 

anyway unlike modern guitars bridges are today. It also means that it is movable 

if necessary or desired. It varies in height and is usually in a standard design 

format, or this is what we have so far discovered from those that have been 

excavated. 
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            A typical lyre bridge design (Trossingen lyre) 

 

Sometimes the bridge can be ornate and may even represent some beast that is 

special to the Anglo Saxon culture. None have been found in England but there 

is no reason to doubt that it could have been practice. 

 
My own Boars head bridge on “Two Ravens” 

The Prittlewell lyre used a standard designed bridge similar to the one on the 

Sutton Hoo and other Anglo Saxon lyres. 

The bridge is usually one of the items that does last, as seen in the recent find of 

a 2,500 year old example up in the highlands of Scotland. It usually does so due 

to the thickness of the wood that is used and would have probably been shaped 
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by small tools such as scrapers, knives, and files being finished with abrasive to 

smooth the surfaces. 

Strings 

Strings would have been made from animal gut and are always the first thing to 

decay in the ground leaving little or no trace. In the Celtic regions some lyres 

would have been strung with metal strings but in the Englisc regions it was 

always gut. 

Finish 

The finish on the body of the instrument would have been added before the 

instrument was finally assembled and the string added and tightened. Different 

finishes would have been used but the actual chemical compounds and make up 

of these has as yet not been able to be deciphered due to the decay and 

contamination over the years in the ground. If we look at different finishes still 

used on instruments from different parts of the world we get a good idea of the 

types of finishes they may have used. In England Beeswax, Flax or Linseed oil 

all seem highly likely as they would have been readily accessible for use. 

Most makers today either buy a special finish or if they want to do a more 

authentic finish then beeswax or boiled linseed oil are very often used. The idea 

of linseed oil is not out of keeping with our ancestors ideas and gives a hard 

shell while nourishing the wood beneath. This oil particularly darkens over time 

but protects it from knocks and the vagaries of humidity and air pressure. 

 

Conclusion 

Without being able to see and analyse the actual remains of the Prittlewel lyre it 

is difficult to assess any other points other than those made here. I have tried to 

balance observations from previous research of experts, such as Elizabeth 

Barham, with practical musical archaeological experiences of building and 

performing on an Anglo Saxon lyre. Practical conditions and experience 

outweigh theories in practicing musical archaeology of this type, and through 

accessing and assessing first hand research with practical building and 

performing this allows us to judge and reassess initial concepts and ideas. With 

more reading and research into the Prittlewel lyre as well as comparisons of 

other discovered lyres it has actually only reconfirmed many thoughts and 

judgements on the construction of Anglo Saxon lyres and the Prittlewell 

instrument in particular. 
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